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The circuit book quotes

This study guide consists of about 26 pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and more – everything you need to stun your knowledge of Circuit. We were going to make the long-awaited trip through La Frontera to California. (Under wire, p. 2) I had a feeling mom didn't tell us
everything she knew. (Miracle in Cort City, 32) But he was right. It took a miracle. (Miracle in Cort City, 35) I visited the grave every day until we moved to Corcoran two weeks later to find cotton picking work. (Death forgiven, p. 50) I knew then that I hadn't yet earned my own cotton bag. (Cotton bag, p.
60) I turned around and looked at our hut one last time. (Cotton bag, p. 64) When we opened the door of our hut, we saw that everything we owned was wrapped in cardboard boxes. (Circuit, 69) That was the last time I played the game. (Learning the game, p. 79) Well... If you know what was in the libito,
then it's not all... (read more) Copyright Circuit: Stories from the life of a migrant child from BookRags. (c)2021 BookRags, Inc. We had to write a short essay about one of the works we are reading in progress and link it to our lives. I chose cave allegory in Plato's Republic. I compared my childhood to
growing up in a family of migrant workers to prisoners who were in a dark cave tied to the floor and facing an empty wall. I wrote that, like the captives, my family and other migrant workers were handcuffed to the field day after day, seven days a week, week after week, being paid very little and living in
tents or old garages, which have dirt floors, no indoor plumbing, no electricity. We described how the daily struggle to simply put food on our tables prevented us from breaking handcuffs, from turning our lives around. I explained that faith and hope for a better life kept us going. I identified with the prisoner
who managed to escape and his sense of obligation to return to the cave and help others to free themselves. ― Francisco JiméneZ These notes were brought by members of the GradeSaver community. We are grateful for their contributions and encourage you to make your own. Written by people who
want to remain anonymous when the baby was finally born, Roberto, Trampita, and I was delighted to see it, especially because I worked so hard to get things ready for him. Papá and Mamá called him Juan Manuel, but we all called him Torito, or a small bull, because he weighed 10 kg at birth. [...]
Whenever I changed his diaper, I made him laugh by tickling his stomach. Francisco Jimenez and Roberto are called to participate in the much-growing fo of their younger brothers. When torito comes along, Francisco becomes his main caretaker. The boys are excited for their little brother, but his arrival
is a burden. Burden. the whole family. Francisco loves him, taking great joy in teaching baby things. I knew I didn't stand a chance, but I stubbornly kept my coat. He pulled one of the sleeves so hard he broke his shoulder. He pulled his right pocket and broke. Then Miss Scalapino's face appeared above.
He pushed Curtis off me and grabbed me by the collar and lifted me off the ground. It took all my strength not to cry. Francisco Jimenez When Francisco begins to be chosen by a bully at his first school, he desperately tries to resist the temptation to fight back. Eventually the insults become too much,
however, and he takes a swing at Curtis. He's completely crushed when Curtis breaks his only jacket during the fight. The consequences are much worse than the emotional insults were. One night, while we were praying, Torito got worse. He got stuck and clenched his hands and feet, and his eyes
turned. Saliva dribbled from both sides of the mouth. His lips turned purple. He stopped breathing. Francisco Jimenez Unable to pay for a doctor, the family turns into divine intervention to save the torito child when he gets sick. The whole family worries about him because he's sick for days. This time he
almost dies. Francisco's the most upset of them all. 'When can we start work? Dad asked, rubbing his hands. In two weeks, the foreman replied. That can't be! My father exclaimed, nodding. We were told we'd find work immediately. 'I'm sorry, the strawberries won't be ready to pick by then,' the foreman
replied, shrugging and leaving.' Francisco Jimenez This is the migrant lifestyle fight. Even if the family is ready and willing to work, often they cannot because of the whimsical nature of the crops. They must follow the seasons, moving from one place to another when each different crop becomes ripe. And
sometimes, that explains this quote, they simply have to wait for work. Meanwhile they starve because they have no money for food and no means to do anything immediately. You can help us by reviewing, improving and updating this section. Update this section After you claim a section that you'll need
24 hours to send in a draft. An editor will review the submission and will either publish the submission or provide feedback. Next Section Analysis Previous Section Themes Anonymous Circuit: Stories from the Life of a Migrant Child Quotes. GradeSaver, September 5, 2018 Web. Quote this page I wonder
where the train comes from, I told him. [...] I think he's from California. California! I exclaimed. This is California! I'm not so sure, he said. The familiar whistle of the lunch train interrupted him. [...] The conductor slowed the train at a drag, he waved and gently dropped a large brown bag in front of us as he
passed. I took it and. And. Inside. It was full of oranges, apples and candy. See, he's from California! Roberto exclaimed. Switch Nav Join today and you'll never see them again. By entering your email address you agree to receive emails from Shmoop and verify that you are over 13 years of age. 13.
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